100th Anniversary Harley-Davidson package 2003 Ford F-150 Super Crew pickup with 370 LSX iron block and F-1A Procharger with 20+ psi of boost.

ProCharger systems feature easy to read installation instructions with the minimal amount of relocation to components, no need to punch a hole in the oil pan.


Harley Camilleri – Jul 14, 2014 To substantiate our claims, we present you with Exhibit A: the ProCharger i-1. We began our Ford Raptor installation by removing the air intake, which included the lower box with the coolant reservoir. Took some photos today after giving the bike a quick clean. Still waiting on a new blow off valve, fly by wire setup instructions and correct silicon reducer hose. Create process instructions for performing abnormal packing configurations and Since 1994, ProCharger has been providing enthusiasts with real-world power Chrysler cars, trucks and SUVs, as well as Harley-Davidson® motorcycles.
N/A, Procharger Supercharger Non Polished, Procharger.